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Figure 3245 shows a typical outcome of a global solution run for a program.
The starting design of the inverse telephoto system is a patent design from a book
[32-30] and is shown for comparison in the upper left comer. The optimization is
run with a default standard merit function, which contains the transverse ray aberra-

tions for three field positions and three wavelengths. As constraints, the usual
requirements on the central thicknesses of the glass components, the edge thick-
hess of lenses and the value of the air gaps are defined. In addition, the focal length
and the overall total track of the system is fixed. The picture shows the 16 best solu-
tions of a 10 minute global run, together with the corresponding values of the merit
function F. No structural changes are made~ but the designs took rather different.
From a practical point of view, some of the proposed lenses do not have an ideal
form as far as their bending, their central thidcness, and their ratio of thickness to
diameter, are concerned. For example, in most of the solutions the f~rst lenses tend
to be too thin. In figure 32-56, the values of the merit function for these solutions
are indicated graphically.
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Figure 32-56: Values of the merit function Ffor the best ] 6 solutions
of a global optimization run sorted for increasing values of F.

32.8.5
The Saddle Point Method of Bociort

A systematic approach according to Bociort, which is under investigation in a series~-Z.~,i~ ~ I~!

of recent publications [32-42]- [32-46], uses the fact that an attraction region
die points on its boundary. If these saddle points are found, a network can be b~!

which allows travel from one domain of attraction to another.               ¯ ::~:~i~
A point in the landscape of the merit function with vanishin Hesse gradien~i

called a critical point. The number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian ma~g
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32.g Controlling the Optimization Process

the critical point gives the so-called Morse index of this point. This is a term well
known in catastrophe theory. It indicates the number of downward directions in the
point under consideration. The Morse index of local minima is therefore zero. If the
index of a saddle point is 1, the point forms a maximum in one special direction.
Saddle points with Morse index I are of special interest, because they link two
d0mSins of local minima. Therefore, if a!l saddle points in the merit function topog-
raphy can be completely localized, the global minimum can be found. For a more
rigorous discussion of the Morse index and the related properties, see the references
above.

Figure 32-57 shows the geometry of a saddle point, the two adiacent local minima
and the contour line, which encloses the minima, for illustration. If a large value of
the merit function is fixed, the complete network of minima and saddle points in-
side this line can be analyzed and the global minimum in this region is detectable.
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Figure 32-57: Saddle point S as connection between local minima. The
value Fo of the merit function indicated by the red line encloses the two local
minima M1 and M2. The yellow line connects the local minima, the blue line
separates the regions of attraction belonging to the two minima M1 and

There are different kinds of saddle points and they are of different importance for
optimization. There is a special kind of local minimum, which is called a hub. Hubs
have a large number of adjacent saddle points and correspond to rather relaxed design
configurations. Therefore, hubs are very interesting from a practical point of view.

A special operation helps to find the interesting saddle points in optical design
merit functions. A null lens with no physical significance, can be added on both
sides of a lens surface. This is shown in figure 32-58 for illustration. In one direc-
tion, this corresponds to a real, thin glass meniscus lens, in the other direction, this
corresponds to a small air gap of constant thickness. A modified system of this type
shows a saddle point instead of a local minimum. An analysis of the Hessian matrix
in the vicinity of the saddle points helps in finding the path to the neighboring local
minima.
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air meniscus
original lens inside (left)

glass meniscus
outside (~ight)

Figure 32-58: Principle of adding a null lens to generate a saddle point.

Figure 32-59: Network of system modifications, explored from
the saddle point method of Bociort for a Double Gauss.lens
([32-43], with permission). The blue points indicate systems
within a local minimum (indicated by m), the red points indicate
a saddle point with Morse index I (indicated by s) respectively.
The sequence alternates between these two types of system.
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32, 8 Controlling ~h¢ Optdrniza~ion Process

Although the above-described method is under research, applications on simple
and more complicated optical systems are successful. For example, the analysis of a
Cooke triplet delivers 18 local minima and 20 saddle points in the five-dimensional
parameter space of the curvatures as variables [32-47]. A mathematical analysis of
the Hessian matrix in a local minimum allows for the search for adjacent saddle
points in a systematic way. If the matrix is expanded into its eigenvectors, the direc-
tion of the largest deviation of the real contour from the quadratic ellipsoid indicates
the search direction for a neighboring saddle point.

If according to this method, the saddle points are discovered systematically, a
complete network of local minima and saddle points for an optical system can be
devdoped. Figure 32-59 shows an impressive example of such a network for the
case of a Double Gauss lens [32-43].
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32.8.6
Isshikis Method of the Global Explorer

The method used by Isshiki to find the global minimum with the h.elp of an escape
function resembles the simulated annealing algorithm [32-48]-[32-52]. It is called
global explorer (GE) and can use the local damped least-squares method to refine
the local minima and to perform the optimization task. In this method, boundary
conditions can be considered as usual. According to Isshiki, the escape function is
defined in the form ofa Gaussian function

Here, H is the height and W the width of the additional term of the merit function.
Figure 32-60 shows the form of this addition term of the merit function, for illustra-
tion.

The choice of the parameters H and W in a GE algorithm is the most complicated
task in this method and is important for its success. Furthermore, if the escape func-
tion is added, the damping factor of the underlying DLS algorithms has to be
adjusted. For the/~-th escape attempt, it is recommended that the parameters are
changed according to [32-51]

H~ = Hi"H)-1,

= [1 + - 1). wo]. wl,
H~ = 0.5, H~= 2.0,

(32-111)
W~ = 0.1, W:= 2.0,

with the starting values H1, W1 and the incremental factors H~ and W~. The approx-
imate size of the parameters for the starting step can be estimated by a local analysis
of the landscape of the merit function. If the minimum curvature c~i~ around .the
local minimum is computed, the condition

2H
W--; > Cm~. (32-112)
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